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Robust content repository
Store, organize and share a huge volume of assets

Tailor made segmentation 
Control access and usage rights of your assets

Legal compliance
A single source of truth to ensure the proper use of your content

Brand Center
Keep consistency across all your digital assets

Content Picker
Access your DAM from your everyday creative tools

Artificial Intelligence
Automate your content creation and organization
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Localization
Consistent marketing campaigns across markets and channels

Web To Print
For large global companies, content creation process must be effortless

Local / Global Approval Workflow
Review local marketing material and approve in regard to brand guidelines
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Dynamic Media Rendition 
Automate the optimization and delivery of your media

High Performance Delivery
Ensure fast and high quality viewing experiences

Content scoring and analytics
Track user interactions with your assets
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Seamlessly connect the Wedia DAM to your tech stack
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Distribution and Retail

Life Sciences

Manufacturing

Energy

Consumer Goods

Financial services and insurance

Automotive
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Performance marketing
Make it easy to find, share, and reuse the right content for all your campaigns

Brand specialists and CMOs
Ensure brand consistency

IT
Enhance your current stack. Secure content access.

Creative and UX Teams
Lay the ground for standard asset variation to be used by anyone

Product manager
Distribute global marketing as coherent packages
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See what customers say about Wedia
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Guides & eBooks
Best in class knowledge for DAM specialists

Wedia Blog
Keep pace in the moving industry of content


Case studies & testimonials
How Wedia supports the marketing journey of global brands

Webinars & tutorials
How-to series and webinars


Events & #FutureDAM
Find upcoming events and meet us there

Generative AI
Create the perfect image for your marketing content in just seconds
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Meet Wedia
Who we are and our mission

Shareholders (FR)
Wedia S.A.


Newsroom
Discover the latest news about Wedia

Press Release (FR)
Public Information


Careers
Are you looking for your next big opportunity?

Financial Reports (FR)
Download Wedia's bi-annual reports


Contact us
Anytime

Regulatory Information (FR)
Public Information
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Robust content repository
Store, organize and share a huge volume of assets

Tailor made segmentation 
Control access and usage rights of your assets

Legal compliance
A single source of truth to ensure the proper use of your content

Brand Center
Keep consistency across all your digital assets

Content Picker
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Localization
Consistent marketing campaigns across markets and channels

Web To Print
For large global companies, content creation process must be effortless

Local / Global Approval Workflow
Review local marketing material and approve in regard to brand guidelines
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Dynamic Media Rendition 
Automate the optimization and delivery of your media

High Performance Delivery
Ensure fast and high quality viewing experiences

Content scoring and analytics
Track user interactions with your assets
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Performance marketing
Make it easy to find, share, and reuse the right content for all your campaigns

Brand specialists and CMOs
Ensure brand consistency

IT
Enhance your current stack. Secure content access.

Creative and UX Teams
Lay the ground for standard asset variation to be used by anyone

Product manager
Distribute global marketing as coherent packages
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OUR BLOG
Welcome to
the Wedia Blog
Ready to dive into the world of digital asset management, content personalization and more?



Featured article
Each month, discover a new article, handpicked for you by Wedia.

Explore all

[image: How has the impact of digital technology evolved over time?]How has the impact of digital technology evolved over time?
What is the impact of digital technology in terms of our carbon footprint? 
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News

Media Delivery

Wedia Content Picker

MarTech Stack
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Digital Sobriety
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Brand specialists

Product managers

Creative and UX

IT

Marketers 
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Video marketing

User-Generated Content

Trends
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Single Source of Truth

SEO
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Wedia DAM

DAM Migration
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An enterprise DAM system allows large businesses to better control all of their digital assets in one single platform.
by
Marvellous Aham-adi
,
29 Nov
2023
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DAM

Pharmaceutical Industry
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Why did Technip Energies decide to use Wedia's DAM to support their marketing efforts? Find out in this interview! 
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The rise of Gen-AI comes where the appetite for personalised content by consumers continues to increase.
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Get more marketing tips
& news straight to your inbox
Subscribe to our newsletter
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We are part of the Top 10 DAM vendors worldwide, the Top 5 in Europe, and Number 1 in France.
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